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LED Clear Mini Globe Light Bulb G45 4W 470Lm E27 2700K - E01

Description

Choosing the LED E01 light bulb means illuminating your surroundings in a tasteful manner using energy saving
technology. This LED light bulb, with mini globe shape and clear glass, brings the perfect glow for a warm, welcoming
atmosphere.

What are the main characteristics of this light bulb?

The E01 LED light bulb has a 4-watt power output and guarantees a brightness of 470 lumen. It also provides a 2700K
warm lighting which makes any room’s atmosphere warm and soothing. The E27 fitting makes the product compatible
with the majority of lamp holders, allowing you to simply replace old light bulbs without any complication.

Where to install the light bulb

Whether you’re illuminating your living room, bedroom or study, the E01 LED Clear Mini Globe G45 light bulb perfectly
complements any space. Add a sprinkle of innovation and flair to your desk lamp or by your bedside table with this LED
light bulb perfected by its compact design and clear finish. Additionally, you can choose to use these light bulbs to
create charming string lights.

What technology does the E01 light bulb use?
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This light bulb uses LED filaments, which guarantee a higher energy efficiency compared to traditional incandescent
light bulbs. Additionally, this light bulb has an average life span of over 15.000 hours, allowing you to bask in its warm,
steady light for a long time.

The E01 LED Clear Mini Globe G45 4W 470Lm E27 2700K light bulb is the perfect blend between energy efficiency,
appealing design and strong illumination, with a good price/quality ratio.

Data Sheet

Light bulb type: LED
Shape: mini globe
Fitting: E27
Diameter: 45 mm
Length: 80 mm
Volt: 220/240 V
Watt: 4 W
Energy class: E
Light colour: 2700 K
Lumen: 470 Lm
Dimmable: No
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